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a 366% Increase

in Conversions! 
A client in the Education field wanted to

increase the number of leads for his offer. At

the time, his landing page was converting at

only 3%. After carefully analyzing his

Salescopy – I revamped his entire sales

message. The result: I took his conversions

from 3% to 14% - a 366% increase.

Client Case Study >>

I used a clear, big-promise / benefit-

driven headline. The original headline

was too generalized.

I placed the opt-in form "above the fold"

and made it "sticky"; so that when

visitors scrolled down the page – the

form would follow. I also made the call-in

number more prominent.

I used a relevant image to support the

headline and better convey the target

audience’s desired end-result.

I used guided navigation on the page and set

the links to display content without visitors

ever leaving current screen.

Colors impact your mood! One of the simplest changes

I made was to his page's color theme. I went from a

very somber black and yellow to a more inviting white

and burgundy.

Colors

Headline

Opt-in Form

Image

Navigation
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a sample of an email sequence I created recently for one of my own products. The purpose of providing

this sample is to highlight my expertise in email sales copywriting. This sample is copyrighted and owned by Jay Garces Jr. In no

way, shape, or form is this sequence to be used without prior and express written consent by its owner.

Sample Email Sequence / Email Salescopy

WEB: https://conversiondms.com | SKYPE: jagjrbiz

Schedule a Call: https://calendly.com/jaygarcesjr/li-business-strategy-session

1. Subject: Thanks! Here are Your Email Swipes.

Hi {!firstname_fix}

Thanks for your interest in my Done-for-You

Email Swipes. I know you're going to love them.

They're attached as a PDF. All you have to do

is download the file.

And let me know how they work out for you!

Enjoy.

Onward and Forever Upward,

- Jay

P.S. Want to learn the best way to build your

email list... including my simple process for getting

paid while doing it? Wait for my next message!

2. Subject: What's the best way to Build an Email list?

Hi {!firstname_fix}

The are many ways you can build

your email list.

But what's the best way? Is it using Social Media 

Platforms like Facebook?

Is it using a PPC Platforms like Google Ads?

And what about Solo Ads? That's a good way, right?

In my years of experience in marketing online, the

best way I've found to build a list is...

Getting Paid While Doing It.

And this is regardless of the platform you use.

In my next message to you, I'll share with you

the one simple tweak you can make that can help

you build your list and get paid to do it.

Talk again soon,

- Jay

P.S. You can pick a copy of my best-selling guide,

[Product]; where I show you how, you too,

can get paid to build your list --> Click Here Now.

After offering free email swipes as a lead 
magnet to affiliate marketers, the 1st

message is a simple ‘thank you’ ☺

The 2nd message dives in to address one of the 
audience’s main pain points and primes them 

for a paid offer.
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3. Subject: Build your list & get paid with this tweak

Hi {!firstname_fix}

There was a time I used to promote all my

Affiliate offers by sending my visitor traffic directly

to the merchant's offer page.

Sometimes I was profitable. Most often, however,

I was not.

So, what's the one thing I did that made all

the difference and helped me get profitable?

I started building an email list?

But I didn't just want to build my lists... I wanted

to earn money in the process.

And the one simple tweak I made that made this

a reality was sending traffic to my own landing pages.

However, I didn't use just any ol' landing page...

I used a special kind of landing page that

contained an opt-in form.

Continued ➔

This allowed me to capture email subscribers to 

build my list - before sending them to the merchant's 

offer page.

And you know what? It worked like crazy!

Want to know all the details of how I made this

work -- and all while getting paid?

Pick up a copy of my best-selling [Product].

You can get it here for a Special, Low Price:

Click Here to Learn How …

In my next email, I'll show you how you can actually

earn more money with your emails.

Onward and Forever Upward,

- Jay

Sample Email Sequence / Email Salescopy

The 3rd message follows up with a direct 
pitch while delivering the promise made 

in message #2 (the simple tweak). 

IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a sample of an email sequence I created recently for one of my own products. The purpose of providing

this sample is to highlight my expertise in email sales copywriting. This sample is copyrighted and owned by Jay Garces Jr. In no

way, shape, or form is this sequence to be used without prior and express written consent by its owner.
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4. Subject: How to earn more money with your emails

Hey {!firstname_fix}

The benefits of emails are tremendous.

Think about it...

It costs you nothing to send an email. So, the

potential of you getting a Return on Investment

is INSANE!

I read somewhere the average ROI of an email

marketing campaign is like 400%.

But here's the thing...

It doesn't matter what the ROI is if your subscribers

don't take action on your email messages.

Now, if you want your subscribers to take action

on each message you send them...

and consequently, earn more money...

Continued →

then you have to focus on 3 Things.

You have to get your Emails:

- Opened

- Read

- And Clicked

Yes, those 3 things. 

And the more people do those three things

- then the more money you'll earn.

Naturally, it all starts with number one -

getting your emails Opened.

If you want to know what I do to get more of my

emails opened - then look out for my next message.

Once I discovered what I'll share with you, more

and more of my emails started getting opened.

And if you apply what I show you, more and more

of your emails will get opened too.

Talk again soon,

- Jay

P.S. Still haven't picked up your copy of [Product]?

You Can Get It Here While it's Still Available

Sample Email Sequence / Email Salescopy

Message #4 follows through by delivering 
value in the form of “how to” 

information. Additionally, it reminds folks 
that our previous offers is still available.

IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a sample of an email sequence I created recently for one of my own products. The purpose of providing

this sample is to highlight my expertise in email sales copywriting. This sample is copyrighted and owned by Jay Garces Jr. In no

way, shape, or form is this sequence to be used without prior and express written consent by its owner.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a sample Facebook Ad I’ve created for one of my customers and/or clients. This sample is

copyrighted and owned by Jay Garces Jr. In no way, shape, or form is this to be used without prior and express written consent by

its owner.

Sample Facebook Ad Salescopy
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Primary Text: Who says we can't be as successful – or even more 

successful – than men when it comes to investing in Real Estate?

Join me and countless other ladies I've taught who are gaining freedom by 

becoming real estate investors.

If you're tired of the daily grind… or just want to do your own thing – pick up 

my book today. You won't regret it!

HEADLINE: Invest in Real Estate Like a Boss-Lady

Description: Click Image or Text Above Now!

Do folks visit Facebook to 
shop for your stuff?

Nope!

They go there for their daily 
distractions -

watching videos, viewing 
pics, commenting, trolling, 
connecting, etc.

Of course, we all know they 
do buy… so, the question is: 

how can we break through 
the noise so they can buy 
our stuff?

The answer: Stick to the 
basics. Or better, hire me.

Want Your Facebook 

Ads to Get Clicked? 

https://conversiondms.com/
https://calendly.com/jaygarcesjr/li-business-strategy-session
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a sample of story-based Salescopy I created for a client. This sample is copyrighted and owned by

Jay Garces Jr. In no way, shape, or form are these to be used without prior and express written consent by its owner.

Sample Story-based Salescopy

WEB: https://conversiondms.com | SKYPE: jagjrbiz
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Sandy and her husband live on a farm with their kids and their dog, 

Jesse.

Jesse's a beagle. He's friendly and playful.

Despite being a bit fat, he's full of energy.

And because there's so much space on the farm – one can typically 

find him running around.

One day Sandy noticed Jesse wasn't quite himself.

He was lethargic and not eating much.

Sandy reasoned he was just getting old.

But Jesse was only seven at the time and still had many years left.

Things only got worse, though, as Jesse stopped eating altogether –

and wouldn't get up.

Can you imagine how scared...

So, what makes for good 
story-based Salescopy…?

Many would say…, “it’s all 
about the emotions”.

To be sure, emotions do play 
an important role.

But what really makes for 
good story-based Salescopy 
is… Curiosity.

Why? It’s because everyone 
wants to know what 
happens next!

Consider this excerpt from a 
piece written for a client 
selling a dog product…

What’s Makes for Good 

Story-based Salescopy? 

https://conversiondms.com/
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a sample of story-based Salescopy I created for a client. This sample is copyrighted and owned by

Jay Garces Jr. In no way, shape, or form are these to be used without prior and express written consent by its owner.

Sample Story-based Salescopy
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…Sandy and her family were?

They weren't ready to say "goodbye" to Jesse.

After a couple of weeks of him not getting better, Sandy took him to 

her vet.

Now, Sandy's vet was no ordinary veterinarian. 

She was born and raised in Asia and studied medicine there.

When she came to the United States, she continued her education 

and obtained her Doctoral degree.

This dual education gives Sandy's vet an advantage in that she uses 

both Western…

and traditional Chinese medicines to treat animals.

Now, the first thing Sandy's vet did was ask if there were any 

changes to his diet. 

Sandy mentioned they had started using…

Aren’t you curious to know 
what happens to Jesse, 
Sandy’s beloved dog?

Does he get better? Will he 
live? And what the heck was 
even going on with him?

Of course, the only way to 
find out the answers is to 
continue reading.

Naturally, your emotions kick 
in – especially if you’re a dog 
lover… because you can 
relate to Sandy.

And once you hook readers 
emotionally – making sales 
becomes much easier!

What’s Makes for Good 

Story-based Salescopy? 

https://conversiondms.com/
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IMPORTANT NOTE: These are samples of Video Sales Letters / Video Scripts I’ve created for customers and/or clients. These

samples are copyrighted and owned by Jay Garces Jr. In no way, shape, or form are these to be used without prior and express

written consent by its owner.

Sample VSL (Video Sales Letter/Video Script) Salescopy

WEB: https://conversiondms.com | SKYPE: jagjrbiz
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Attention Franchisees!

You became a Dryer Vent Franchise Owner for more time and 

financial freedom.

To do important stuff like, spending time with your family…,

and vacationing more.

So, why stress out running your entire business by yourself?

You need R.A.P. – our Recruitment Assistance Program!

With R.A.P., you can have an army of technicians helping you 

develop your business!

We do all the recruiting, screening, and setting up of your 

appointments…

while you can focus on growing your business – and spending time 

doing the things you love.

Learn more! Contact Kim today at 1-248 306-3105 to get started!

So many copywriting 
formulas… so little time. ☺

But what’s the best one?

There’s really no “one size, 
fits all” formula. Much 
depends on the purpose of 
your finished video…

and where it’ll appear.

Either way – in today’s highly 
distracted society – you have 
about 5 second to grab your 
audience’s attention.

So, what’s best formula? 

The one that gets the job 
done!

What’s the Best VSL & 

Video Script Formula? 

https://conversiondms.com/
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IMPORTANT NOTE: These are samples of Video Sales Letters / Video Scripts I’ve created for customers and/or clients. These

samples are copyrighted and owned by Jay Garces Jr. In no way, shape, or form are these to be used without prior and express

written consent by its owner.

Sample VSL (Video Sales Letter/Video Script) Salescopy
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This is Bob.

He owns an online store on a popular platform.

But Bob's not happy. He has a problem.

He wants to expand into other marketplaces so he can sell more and make 

more money. However, he has dozens of products!

And managing dozens of product-SKUs across multiple marketplaces can 

be a nightmare.

Then Bob found Valet Seller. With it, he's able to upload all his products to 

one platform… and sell on more than ten marketplaces at once!

- Amazon, E-bay, Walmart, And more!

With Valet Seller, Bob can ship his products directly to his customers… or 

inventory them – and Valet handles everything!

Plus, Bob can easily track all his sales and create insightful reports… all 

from within their Dashboard. Now, Bob is incredibly happy… all because of 

Valet Seller. 

Want to be like Bob? Visit…

Of course, with so many 
Salescopy formulas to 
choose from… 

it can be a challenge 
selecting the right one.

So, if you’re ever stuck –
then go with the good ol’ 
story formula.

Just like a caped superhero 
springing into action at the 
last minute…

you can always count on the 
reliable story format to save 
the day.

So, tell a story. Or better, hire 
me to do it.

What’s the Best VSL & 

Video Script Formula? 

https://conversiondms.com/
https://calendly.com/jaygarcesjr/li-business-strategy-session


Jay was fantastic start to finish and produced a stellar script with very little input

from us. Really hit the nail on the head, will use again. ~ Rawservices

These ads exceeded the best I was able to do by over 25%. Very pleased. Will

use again. ~ Welmast from the UK

Jay, Thanks for continuing to over-deliver! Talk about high CTRs and Quality Scores...can you say (10/10)

; ) Thank you Sir! ~ Rob

Awesome seller! His ads convert! Very fast turnaround time and communication. Great

experience. ~ Cindy

Jay is amazing. I paid a marketing agency $250 that only got me 1 conversion in 7 days and cost me $129 per lead.

With Jay's copy, I had 21 conversions within 24h ! ~ Brittvs

AMAZING!!!! The folks at Bing Ads was very impressed with the ads. We also got a click from Bride Magazine and

request for samples. This is an honest and truthful review ~ User "africard"

Remarkable Job!!!! Honestly Jay is the best copywriter i've seen, i highly recommend this gig, thank you very much Jay,

its been a pleasure to meet you. Thank You ~ Pedro Alba

WOW! Jay had a difficult task, I gave him a lot 

of content, just a lot of facts. And I wanted that turned  into a story-based copy. Which he did with flying colors! I would 

recommend him, and I will use him  again :-) ~ George Cox

I am very satisfied with Jay's direct response sales copy and am sure it will help with our new product  launch. Thank 

you, Doug ~ Doug
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I offer direct-response sales copywriting services in multiple niches: Financial, 
Biz-Opp/MMO, Health & Fitness, Consumer Services, SaaS, and more!

Read What My Customers and Clients Have to Say! →

GOOGLE ADS / BING PPC

FACEBOOK ADS

LONG & SHORT FORM DIRECT RESPONSE COPY

CONSULTING

WEB: https://conversiondms.com | SKYPE: jagjrbiz

Schedule a Call: https://calendly.com/jaygarcesjr/30m-business-call

VIDEO SCRIPTS / VSLs

At first I admit I was A skeptic. He was very professional, down to earth, easy to work with when i was probably the more

difficult one, and delivered something beyond mt expectations! ~ Derryl Frazier

Awesome just awesome. If you need a script Jay will take your ideas and make them better than you can even

imagine. ~ J. Clifford

Jay is awesome to work with. I've gone through two marketing people, both who ran Facebook and 

Google campaings, while charging a lot, getting no conversions, and keeping me in the dark as to what  was done. On 

the other hand, Jay researched my product, my content, and laid out a well-thought out strategy for me to move forward. 

Will use again! ~ Charlie Yu

https://conversiondms.com/
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